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Advanced Table Pass Year TM Pos Number GS CMP Att YDs IAY IAY IAY/PA CAY/CMP CAY/PA YAC/CMP 201922WASqb79711920336515518.67506.33.1 7 6155.2 202023WAS77714414113916206.75753.92.48645.8 Fantasy stats ROST%START% 3% Baltimore Ravens did exactly what they needed in order to defeat the Washington Football Team. With their 31-17 win in
Week 4, the Ravens move to 3-1 on the year and return to the winning column. However, it was a far cry from the perfect game. Although Baltimore really dominated all four quarters and had some big plays, the coaching staff of the lifters and players would want to spend a little extra time seeing how they got the win in some areas and where they might be able to improve for
week five. We'll take a quick dive into what happened right and what went wrong for Baltimore in this game and catch you up to speed. Here's everything you need to know about the Ravens' 33-17 final win over Washington in Week 4. The final score 1st 2 3 4 Total Ravens 7 14 7 3 31 Washington 0 10 0 7 17 was more when. . . Jeff Burke USA Today Sports day was over when
Crows quarterback Lamar Jackson took off running up in the middle and saw the field open in front of him. Jackson seized off a 50-yard touchdown run early in the second quarter, putting Baltimore up 14-0, forcing Washington to keep it put. As we've often seen with the Crows, once they make the team panic to keep up, the holidays are defense and it's all over. The same thing
happened here with Baltimore able to lean on the rushing attack to chew the clock while Washington scrambled to find an answer, eventually shooting themselves in the foot more than a few times. Game stars Brad Mills USA Today Sports ⭐⭐⭐ TE Mark Andrews after the ugly week 3 show, Andrews found mojo him again. It was a mismatch no matter who was covering it, and
caught everything that came its way. He was particularly lethal in the red zone in Washington, where Jackson's first look was on his two touchdown slot. ⭐⭐ WR Marquis Brown a lot like Andrews, Brown was a very horrible Week 3 campaign but bounced off in a big way this week. Brown ran nice ways, finding holes in the area cover and quickly turning upfield for big yards with the
ball in his hands. But Brown also had some very big deep roads, showing off his deep speed. Brown could have been the best day if Jackson wasn't out on his deep throws, which cost Brown at least another 60 yards and received a touchdown on the day. ⭐ OLB Matthew Goodwin has disappeared this season, and has not scored any sacks in the previous three weeks. But
someone woke him up in Week 4 against Washington and was on the back field throughout the game, and The Blades of Two Sacks, a set of quarterback strikes, was tackling for loss. The keys to Jeff Burke's USA Today Sports game be a bully: Crows play the best football when the bully can be on the field. It's the second one that starts thinking they have to be a team of
versatility, they get out scare out and then shrink the rest Baltimore did a great job of just hitting Washington for all four quarters despite losing some major contributors to injury. Run The Ball: This can really be tied in the first key but I leave it separate because it's worth noticing by itself. When crows stay away from running football, they become predictable and tend to panic
leading to more mistakes. There were a few cases where they escaped from bread and butter and showed it with stalled drives and rotation. But to a large extent, Baltimore stuck to the ground in this game, and it yielded through the fatigue of Washington's defense along. Hit Dwayne Haskins: Washington's offensive line wasn't great and Haskins has routinely run himself in sacks,
making Baltimore's job a lot easier this week. But they took what Washington gave them, and they saw men getting Haskins without ever touching for easy bags. After hitting Hawkins too early he was often clearly shaken and helped mitigate any possible return attempt they were trying to rally. Home Stats AFP Photo/Susan Walsh 3 of 3: Tight end Mark Andrews caught every goal
this week after having at least three drops last week. It was clear that the difference with Andrews' two touchdown receptions accounted for the teams in this game. 9: That was the number of baltimore quarterbacks he had on Dwayne Haskins. Although they were able to drop it only three times, the limited time he had to throw at Haskins led to a lot of garbage disposals and bad
decisions. Those stalled impulses allowed the Ravens to jump to the top 11: That was a number of completions that Haskins had to his running back. While that would normally be a good thing, Antonio Gibson and J.D. McKissic turned them to 122 yards. In total, 34% of Hawkins' completion went to running backs, representing nearly 39% of his passing yards. This is something
crows will need to support immediately or they will see a large dose of screens coming their way until they do. Quote from Brad Mills USA Today Sports Game this young season. This was a good win for the team you must notty in time whenever you can get a 'W' in the NFL, you have to take it. – Off-back Matthew Judon after the game this can be very difficult to remember at
times. With only 16 games in the regular season, the NFL season is too short making every game critical. Although this win may have been a few hefalls and it wasn't as pretty as it could have been, it's still a big win and that's all that really matters at the end of the day. What's next? Photo by Annie Lyons/Getty Images #1 overall pick in the 2020 NFL Draft, Joe Burrow, comes to
Baltimore for a true welcome to the NFL. New Ravens defensive tackle Calais Campbell said he was excited to be familiar with Boro this season and he will have to back those words this week. it is also a crucial game in the department that will go a long way in deciding The fate of the playoffs. This week's win could bring them back to the driver's seat in the AFC North while the
loss will draw a lot of question marks and could help guide them near the basement. Are you looking for the best value for betting for the NFL Division Round? Our experts have plays and props for every playoff game. As we head into the next round of THE NFL playoffs, many prop bets on board are worth a look. Mike Clay offers his best choices and more. What to watch in every
game. Bold predictions. Key stats to find out. Of course, record predictions. It's all here for every playoff game in the playoffs add a goat, ignite a QB star, run it back for the champions. NFL Nation reporters identify the most dramatic change their teams have made that have lifted their seasons. The Atlanta Falcons made an offer to Arthur Smith to become their next coach, espn
sources said Diana Russini.It a four-decade playoff game in the making. How did Bryce and Brady's games evolve, and what do opponents see in each QB? Washington football anchor Dwayne Haskins didn't have a performance to remember against the Baltimore Ravens last Sunday, but second-year passers played much better than the week before. Hawkins finished with a
career-best 314 passing yards while completing 71% of his attempts in the loss to Baltimore. He didn't yield to any touchdowns -- he once found the end zone with his legs -- but he also didn't have any turnovers, a significant improvement from the previous week. After the game, Haskins told reporters via Zoom that he felt tough about his day at work. I felt like I was in great control.
I felt calm And I felt gathered, said Haskins. I felt like I had a plan in what I was trying to do before it happened, and I was able to get a plan of how to respond if you weren't there. So they kept taking that and strengthening it and improving every week. Hawkins faced tremendous pressure in entering the game, with NBC Sports Washington and the NFL Network stating that his job
could be on the line if he didn't show positive growth after a poor performance against brown. While Washington didn't win on Sunday, it certainly wasn't the reason for their loss. Haskins took the ball, took what baltimore's strong defense gave him, and allowed offensive weapons Terry McLaren and Antonio Gibson to do what they did best. While Haskins looked pleased with his
body of action, the quarterback knew that the offense still had ways to go. After all, they scored only 17 points in the loss and had a brutal turnover on Downs inside the red zone. I have to trust myself every week, Haskins said. This week, I wanted to forget what happened before, noise prevention and most importantly, have fun and trust what we do planningly. I trust my
teammates, and I did that today and then translates on a lot of plays where we had some conversions and some big wins and some tunes playing. For now, QB function still belongs to Haskins. He hopes to prove to coach Ron Rivera and the rest of the staff that starting Sunday, there will be no reason to go any other direction in the job. We want to keep improving, Haskins said.
Said.
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